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Cancer in any form can be deadly, especially if it travels from one's body to one's soul, resulting in

anger, fears, and doubts.
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Although written as fiction, I can't help but feel the author has had some type of personal experience

with one of the most feared diseases. I just had one test to determine one place was clear, while

another location on my body has to be rechecked in six months. Cancer--even the author gave it

another, easier name--CA--as his title. Since there is cancer on my father's side of my family, I

wanted to read this short story...I was, however, totally, thankfully, gratified with this easy-to-read

inspiriting book. If someone you know has concerns about cancer, like I have, then I highly

recommend this for your consideration.His wife had seen the spots on his back and told him to get

them checked out... Soon he was sitting in the office waiting to see the dermatologist, who indicated

he thought he should send the spots off for testing...They were pre-melanoma...As if to reinforce the

danger, he soon heard of several people in his community who also were diagnosed...both had



died.Then he started remembering other cases, some of which initially claimed that God had healed

them...only to later die...When something happens medically, no matter what it is, each of us

becomes more conscientious about our health, how we are treating our body.. And he did do

that...by the way, the male lead in the story is never named....Returning to his dermatologist, he

didn't proceed as usual...He told him he was going to send him to a surgeon..."to see what was

inside..."I must admit that adding the music that was used in the story added greatly to my

response. I thought it was a good book, but listening to the words of the songs he'd included made

it...overwhelming... Visit my blog to get this fuller impact.It was only later in the book that I realized

that the story would end in discussions on faith and healing...and the ending, though not expected,

was...just perfect, in my opinion... Here's my own personal song, His Eye is On The Sparrow, I want

to add as the closing if I may...I've sung it many times, but I don't think I've ever felt the truth of the

words so clearly than after reading this book. Thank you Steve Stroble...GABixlerReviews

This was an interesting look at one man's journey with cancer. It had some wonderful moments,

especially with Grannie, but the ending seemed rather abrupt. I liked the touches of humor, and the

matter-of-fact style of writing, that I suspect matched the author's matter-of-fact approach to the

cancer until the more devastating diagnosis.
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